國立臺北教育大學 104 學年度碩士班招生入學考試
兒童英語教育學系英語教育碩士班 語言學與英語教學 科試題
Instructions: All of the following questions must be answered in English, except for
some cases where examples from other languages might be cited for
illustration.

Be sure to write your answer on the answer sheet

provided, and to mark clearly the number of the test items.

I. For each of the following questions, choose the most appropriate answer from
the choices given.（每小題 3 分，共 15 分）
1. Which of the following words starts with a voiced fricative and ends with an
approximant?
(A)thought.
(B) detour.
(C) chirp.
(D) zeal.
2. Which of the following sets can be distinguished by a single feature continuant?
(A) [t] and [tš] (B) [p] and [f] (C) [e] and [o] (D) [s] and [θ]
3. Which of the following is correct?
(A)In the utterance “Mary left, and she said that she will be back in ten
minutes.”, the pronoun she is a deictic form, which has symbolic function.
(B)The sentence “I am glad that you passed the examination.” has lexical
presupposition.
(C) In the noun phrase “an apple tree,” meaning a tree, which produces apples,
the stress falls on the word “tree.”
(D)The word “chunnel” involves the word formation process of blending.
4. Which of the following underlined parts functions as a complement?
(A) That he is a gay is a rumor.
(B) He slept soundly.
(C) People in the New York City are very friendly.
(D) The girl whom I met was my former classmate.
5. Which of the following belongs to the type of Commissive?
(A) Could you please pass the salt to me?
(B) I will not be late next time.
(C) (The referee to the player): Out!
(D) You look nice in this dress.
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II. Define each of the following terms with an illustrative example.
（每小題 5 分，共 20 分）
1. register
2. displacement
3. cognitive code approach
4. recast
III. Answer the following questions. (共 65 分)
1. The sentence “John said that Jack took the test yesterday.” is structurally
ambiguous.(13 分)
(a) In terms of X-bar theory, draw the tree diagrams for the sentence, with the
interpretations provided.
(b) Which interpretation is more preferable? Please explain in terms of the
psycholinguistic model of comprehension.
2. Examine the following two examples (a) and (b) (12 分)
(a) The ballerina captivates the conductor. It is the trombonist that captivates the
ballerina.
(b) The ballerina captivates the conductor. It is the ballerina that the trombonist
captivates.
Can you predict which can be comprehended faster? (a) or (b)? Why? Please
explain in terms of information structure theory.
3. According to the Nine Year Integrated Curriculum, the goals include (1) enabling
students to communicate in English, (2) promoting learners’ motivation and
teaching learners strategies of learning English, and (3) enhancing learners’
knowledge of local and foreign cultures and encouraging learners to make
cross-cultural comparisons. From the eclectic aspect, what language teaching
methods, or parts of methods, can be blended to achieve the second (2) and third
(3) goals? State the reasons why these methods are chosen in terms of learning
opportunities they provide.(20 分)
4. With the rapid expansion of the use of mobile devices, MALL (Mobile Assisted
Language Learning) has been developed to be a new way of learning. In addition
to the advantages brought by CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning),
what new aspects of learning experience can be enhanced by MALL?(20 分)
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